
Housing, Support and 
Caregiver Support programs 

describing how they were 
combining their efforts to from 

a single Support program 

which offers home support, 
case management and 

counselling to individuals and 
their network of care. The 

Supportive Housing program 
will be changing its name to 

Home Support to reflect the in-
home care they offer to clients 

across our service system. 

Since the agency does not own 
any housing the old name 

proved confusing to our client 
base. Our Caregiver Support 

program has changed to offer 
counselling support to clients 

and their support system as 
well as to the individual who 

wants to reconnect or deal with 

issues within their support 
systems. These changes will 

offer a more comprehensive 
range of supports to our entire 

client base with staff operating 
within a single team model.   

Our StreetWorks program has 
also had a couple of changes 

with a new facelift for the 

Spring Edition 2016 

A Message from the Executive Director 

Mission Statement 
We provide innovative and proactive  

approaches to education, a harm-reduction model of  
prevention and a person-centered focus on  

support for those affected by HIV. 

As we approach the summer it 
is a wonderful time to look 

back on the accomplishments 
of the previous year and most 

importantly I would like to 

thank all of those who gave 
input into our new strategic 

plan. This new plan will set our 
course for the next several 

years.  The agency had 
unprecedented feedback from 

a wide variety of clients, staff, 
community partners and 

funders. The Barnes 

Management Group who 
helped us with the plan 

commented on the passion and 
commitment of all those 

associated with the agency. In 
the coming weeks our Board of 

Directors will finalize the plan 
and we will roll it out in June. 

Included in the plan will be a 

refreshed vision and mission 
statement and revised agency 

values in addition to our 
strategic directions which will 

guide our work for the next 
few years.  

In our last newsletter we 
outlined changes that had 

occurred in our Supportive 

Executive Director 

office. We are also pleased to 
continue to offer Naloxone 

training to our community.  
Demand for trainings has 

increased due to availability of 

toxic opioids.  

Volunteers are so important to 

us and we were able to honor 

them with our volunteer 

recognition dinner. This 

wonderful event brought over 

40 of our volunteers to gather 

at the Beacon so we could 

offer our thanks to them over a 

meal.  Our volunteers 

participate in all aspects of our 

work here at Positive Living 

and allow us to reach out to 

many more people with the 

resources we have available. 

We applaud these wonderful 

dedicated and giving 

individuals! 

Glen Walker 

 

POSITIVE LIVING NIAGARA 

NEWS 

About Us 
Positive Living Niagara envisions a community that accepts and supports those   

affected by HIV. 

gwalker@positivelivingniagara.com 
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Attending the Central West 
Opening Doors Conference 
in November 2015 was a 
special opportunity for me, 
as it generated fantastic 
dialogue amongst those  
living with HIV, affected by 
it, and those providing 
supportive services. From 
this dialogue was born the 
unique, yet much needed, 
idea of running a workshop 
that focused on self-care, 
communication, and other 
issues that are faced by 
those impacted by HIV. On 
January 9th, 2016, I 
conducted a workshop at 
Positive Living Niagara 
known as Keep Calm & Self-
Care. Anyone impacted by 
HIV in the “Golden 
Horseshoe” region was 
invited to attend, and the 
t u r n o u t  w a s  q u i t e 
successful! Importantly, two 
of the individuals who had 
identified feeling “lost” in 
the system and wanting 
mo r e  educa t i o n  on 
communication, wellness, 
and end-of-life matters 
a t t ended  and  wer e 
extremely thankful that this 
event had been piloted. 
Topics covered during the 
workshop included self-care 
broken down into nutrition, 
exercise, sleep, and stress 
m a n a g e m e n t ;           
communication; advocating; 
and end-of-life planning. As 

someone who is very 
i n t e r e s t e d  a n d 
knowledgeable in self-care 
p rac t i ce  and  p laces 
emphasis on “practice what 
you preach”, I was very 
excited to be presenting this 
workshop! For some 
individuals, they had no idea 
where to start with the 
practice of self-care, and for 
others,  they needed 
renewed motivation or 
validation that there were 
a l r e a d y  t a k i n g  t h e 
appropriate measures. I did 
my best to provide both 
empirical and current 
information on these topics, 
as my guests were 
consumers of information, 
so it is highly important that 
the information be up-to-
date and scholarly. Indeed, 
it was wonderful to see how 
much of the content 
resonated with guests and 
created rich sharing and 
interaction. Evaluation forms 
r e f l e c t e d  a  s t r o n g 
satisfaction with the 
content, length, and timing 
of the workshop, so I will 
aim to have the second 
offering of Keep Calm & Self
-Care in the late spring. 
Spring is a terrific time of 
year to take your self-care 
practices outdoors, so I 
would like to close this piece 
with a tip:  

 

Give “earthing” a try!  
According to Dr. Mercola, 
our immune systems  
function best when we have 
an adequate supply of 
electrons, which are 
naturally obtained by 
barefoot contact with the 
Earth (“earthing”). Earthing 
can help to protect our 
bodies from inflammation 
a n d  a l s o  c o n t a i n s 
antioxidant effects. I 
practice this on a regular 
basis in the warmer weather 
and always feel lighter and 
more in tune with Self and 
Nature, as a result.  

 

 

 

 

 

Linn  Purves 

C a r e g i v e r  S u p p o r t 
Coordinator/Community 
Development & Education 
Coordinator 

 

Self-Care for those Affected by HIV 

Caregiver Support 

lpurves@positivelivingniagara.com 
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Guest testimonial about Keep Calm & Self-Care 
workshop 

“Sending a big thank you to Linn Purves for the invite to the meeting. It was nice 
to learn how to take care of myself and become a better person who is able to 
take care of a loved one in need. The information flowed well and was easy to fol-
low. We had a lot of fun and she was an excellent facilitator.” 

-David, caregiver  

 Self Love is the 

Source of all 

Other Loves 

Caregiver Support 

Do one little thing today  
to take care of yourself 

Repeat Daily!  
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Hep C is passed on from 
someone with Hep C to 
someone without Hep C only 
through blood-to-blood contact. 
This often happens when people 
share things that have come in 
contact with blood. Sharing 
means re-using, borrowing or 
buying things that were already 
used by another person. 
 
Blood may be on: 

 needles, syringes, filters, 

cookers, acidifiers, alcohol 
swabs, ties (tourniquets) and 
water used for preparing and 
injecting drugs 

 pipes, straws and rolled 

paper or money used for 
snorting drugs 

 pierc ing or tattooing 

equipment (including ink and ink 

pots) that has been used and 
not properly sterilized razors, 
n a i l  c l i p p e r s  a n d 
toothbrushes used by 
someone else 
 
To prevent Hep C: 

 Use new equipment—

including needles, syringes, 
filters, cookers, swabs and 
water—each time you inject 
drugs. 
Get a tattoo or piercing in a 
professional studio that uses 
only sterile equipment, new 
needles and new ink. It’s 
important not to share any 
equipment, including the ink, 
when tattooing outside of a 
studio.  
 

Streetworks  

Harm Reduction-Hep C 

 
Source: Catie 2014 

StreetWorks can provide 

you with all the equipment 

necessary to protect 

yourself from hepatitis C if 

you’re injecting or smoking 

drugs!  Talk to one of our 

outreach staff if you have 

questions around safer 

using.  Call StreetWorks 905

-984-8684 ext. 116 / 117/ 

122 or visit our office at or 

more information. 

http://www.catie.ca/en/hepatitis-c/key-messages/treatment
http://www.catie.ca/en/hepatitis-c/key-messages/testing
http://www.catie.ca/en/hepatitis-c/key-messages/living-well
http://www.catie.ca/en/hepatitis-c/key-messages/abcs
http://www.catie.ca/en/hepatitis-c/key-messages/blood-blood


Streetworks  
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My Stigma Story 

This past year I have had the 
opportunity and privilege to 
work with three clients in 
order to share their stories, 
in their own voices, with the 
world. We had lined up a 
videographer that was able 
to create videos that were 
anonymous, so our people 
could share their experiences 
in a way that might impact 
those around us.  
Three clients bravely stepped 
up to share their stories with 
the world. We interviewed 
these clients on camera, and 
they were able to speak 

Education Team 

about how their lives have 
been affected by HIV and 
how they have felt 

stigmatized due to their 
HIV status. Each person 
of fered a d i f ferent 
perspective, unique to their 
own lives. These vastly 
different people from 
different parts of the world 
have shared what they 
endured because of HIV-
related stigma.  
We look forward to having 

these videos available in 

the coming weeks.  The 

videos will be available on 

YouTube, so keep 

checking. 

Hailea Squires 

Community Development 
& Education Coordinator 

Fernando 

We wish to welcome back Ashley Chiarello from maternity leave.  We are 
happy to have you back with the team! 

 

 
Welcome to our newest member at Positive Living, Fernando Ocanas 

De Leon.   

 

  

A sad goodbye and best wishes to Dan Gallant, Jillian Knelsen and Hailea 
Squires, who have moved on to new endeavours. 

Stick It To Stigma 

The Insider 

Hello-Goodbye 

http://www.youtube.com/
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Often times, I believe that  
volunteers might lose sight 
of how important they truly 
are and how they affect the 
people we serve.  Each time 
we put out a newsletter, I 
hope to remind you how 
valuable one of our 
volunteer activities is. This 
month I will tell you about 
reception, but I’m sure I 
won’t remember all the 
benefits it provides us. 

Our phones are answered by 
volunteers because when 
they are not, we get a lot of 
feedback!  People don’t want 
to listen to a machine; they 
have told us many times  
that they prefer a live 
person.  If a caller wants to 
ask a quick question, there 
is nothing quick about 

listening to a machine that 
is giving you multiple 
choices, or  if they don’t 
know the choice to make; 
they actually need a live 
person to help direct their 
call.  Perhaps they haven’t 
spoken to a live person for 
days or when they speak 
to you, you share a laugh 
and they are smiling after 
they hang up.  Or they’ve 
met you before and can 

have a bit of a 
conversation.   

I t  i s  v e r y 
noticeable when 
there is no one on 
recept ion and 
someone comes 
into Positive Living 
Niagara for the 
first time.  We 
don’t want anyone 
feeling ignored, 
unwelcome or lost.  
A volunteer takes 
care of this!  They 
are the first person 
a visitor sees. They 

represent Positive Living 
Niagara in a very real way.  
They give directions, 
answer questions, make 
phone calls and inquiries 
on the visitor’s behalf, and 
help them find who they 
need.  Without a 
receptionist, it’s a bit like 
walking into an empty 

building.   

I t  a l so  he lps  our 
administration team and 
other staff.  If a volunteer 
isn’t  answering the 
phones, our administrators 
have to answer the calls 
while trying to concentrate 
on and complete their own 
jobs throughout the day.  
If another program has 
some packaging, labelling,  

data entry, or assembling 
to do, once again, the 
volunteer saves the day! 
Therefore, doing a shift on 
reception accomplishes 
much and touches many. 
Thank you!  

Val-Ann Stepanchuk 

Volunteer & Friendly 
Visiting Coordinator 

                                                                             

Volunteer Services  
 

valanns@positivelivingniagara.com 
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Communication 

Conflict Resolution 

The 4 Big Cs in Conflict Resolution  

 Be caring: each person must feel that their teammates will support them & 

have their best interest at heart; when people do not bring up concerns or 
address problems in a timely fashion, trust is diminished; people will respond 
favourably when issues are raised from a caring place & in an immediate 
timeframe 

 
“People don’t care what you know until they know that you care” – K.M. 

Dee (2014)  
 

 Be candid & curious: the individual must be willing to be candid about a 

situation in order to get to the heart of it more quickly; this should involve using 
facts, such as, “Your report was due by Monday & that didn’t occur”; however, 
the individual can take this candid statement to the next step (curiousity) & 
reduce the risk of the recipient becoming defensive; for example, “Your report 
was due by Monday & that didn’t occur. That’s not like you. I wonder what’s 
going on?”  
 

Dee (2014) notes that it is management’s responsibility to promote a 
safe environment where candor can take place; this can lead to 
collaboration between team members, which is the final “C” 

 

 Be a problem-solving collaborator: it is important that the individuals in 

discussion recognize common points of view or agreed-to facts, such as the 
recipient acknowledging that the report deadline was not met; the individual 
who has brought up the issue must then be willing to offer support & an effort 
to problem-solve with the recipient on how to rectify or correct the issue at 
hand. 

By K.M. Dee (2014)  
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 Check out a craft fair or carnival 

 Watch the sun rise or set 

 Play Frisbee 

 Do yoga 

 Volunteer 

 Go to a museum 

 Go to the library 

 Read a book 

 Wash a car 

 Barbeque 

 Play tennis 

 Go fishing 

 Visit the zoo 

Things to do this Spring 
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In the News 

Truvada to prevent HIV approved in Canada 

CBC News 

Health Canada has approved a daily HIV prevention pill in 

combination with safer sex practices, the drug's manufacturer says. 

Gilead Sciences Canada announced Monday its once-daily pill 
containing two anti-HIV drugs is approved in Canada to reduce the 

risk of sexual transmission of the virus. 

"We are pleased to offer this important HIV prevention tool to at-

risk populations in Canada," Norbert Bischofberger, the company's 
chief executive vice-president of research and development said in 

a release. 

Taking medicines to reduce the risk of infection in HIV-negative people is called pre-exposure prophylaxis 

or PrEP, said Sean Hosein of CATIE, which calls itself Canada's source for HIV and hepatitis C information. 

Health Canada approved Truvada together with: 

 Testing for HIV before starting the drug. 

 Screening for and, when necessary, treatment of sexually transmitted infections. 

 Regular and frequent testing for HIV while using Truvada. 

 Use of condoms. 

Truvada costs about $1,000 per month. 

"Now our insurance companies, our provinces and territories need to get on board with an HIV prevention 
strategy that includes Truvada," Hosein said. 

In a study published last year in the New England Journal of Medicine, use of the medication was 

associated with increased rates of nausea, vomiting and diarrhea and abdominal pain (14 per cent) 

compared with a placebo (5 per cent.) Kidney side-effects were also higher with the drug (18 per cent vs. 
10 per cent.) 

Demand for PrEP is high at anti-HIV clinics across Canada, said Dr. Isaac Bogoch, an infectious disease 
clinician and researcher at Toronto's University Health Network. 

"There's no reason for people who need HIV prevention care to be seen in a big referral hospital. This 

care should be done in the community and those settings," Bogoch said. 

The next step will be to broaden access, such as through family doctors, Bogoch said. 

When physicians follow the guidelines about who they put on PrEP and how then those already infected 

with HIV will receive the full antiretroviral treatment that they need. Doing so reduces the potential for 

drug-resistant HIV, he said. 
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According to France and 
colleagues (2013),regardless 
of how a client adapts to 
novel cultural contexts, his or 
her roots “bind them and this 
binding in turn affects how 
they feel about themselves 
and are perceived by 
others” (p. 27). It is the 
writer’s opinion that this 
captures the heart of the 
matter in multicultural 
counselling. However, there 
remain many barriers for 
diverse clients in seeking out 
counselling and being able to 
fu l ly  engage in the 
therapeutic relationship and 
process once they have 
started. In particular, clients 
living in Canada who are 
both of African-Caribbean 
descent and living with an 
H I V  p o s i t i v e  s t a t u s 
experience a wide range of 
barriers – from stigma 
around their illness all the 
way to depression from the 
social isolation that their 

situation has created. This 
paper seeks to highlight 
some of the unique 
challenges that both 
counsellors and African-
Caribbean clients living 
with HIV face, both 
individually, and in 
therapeutic dyads. As a 
client and reader of this 
article, the writer asks that 
you reflect on if any of this 
resonates with you…   I n 
reviewing the literature 
around women who are 
HIV positive, the writer 
encountered an article 
entitled Aiding AIDs by 
Lopez (2002). In this piece 
on fertility support for 
women who are infected 
with HIV, the author notes 
that fertility specialists 
tend to be disinclined to 
encourage HIV patients to 
reproduce. Her article is 
aga inst  government 
funding for treatment and 
clinical care that would 
facilitate conception for 
HIV positive women, 
asserting that “actively 
encouraging people with 
d e a d l y  p e r i n a t a l l y 
transmissible illnesses to 
become pregnant is a 
reckless policy” (p. 10). It 
is the writer’s opinion that 
this article is fraught with 
stigmatizing, condemning,  

 

Barriers to Counselling 

Education 
 

and ignorant content. 
According to France and 
c o l l e a g u e s  ( 2 0 1 3 ) , 
counsellors are in a 
distinctive position to 
serve as agents of change, 
especially when they are 
working with people from 
various cultures. As such, 
it is the writer’s belief that 
as a counsellor, it is her 
responsibility (and honour) 
to reduce stigma by 
raising awareness, offering 
education, and helping 
clients to reach their 
fullest potential and 
overcome the obstacles 
they have often been 
facing. 

 In doing so, it is the 
writer’s hope that the 
stigma surrounding HIV 
and the barriers for clients 
living with it who have 
emigrated from African 
and Caribbean nations can 
be diminished. You might 
ask yourself if staff you 
are interacting with and 
your experience at Positive 
Living Niagara is fitting 
with the idea of being an 
agent of change. Your 
feedback is always 
welcome! In a unique 
study exploring the 
experience of African-
Caribbean clients and their 
Caucasian therapists 
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fully. This was an especially 
prevalent variable if the 
clients thought that they 
had to initiate these topics 
of their own volition. Clients 
suggested that if therapists 
got “the ball rolling” (p. 
70), they would be more 
inclined to discuss the 
cultural components of 
thei r  ident i t ies and 
experiences. Furthermore, 

because “being black” (p. 
70) was identified as being 
a central part of who these 
clients were, it suggests an 
important implication for 
counselling clients of 
African-Caribbean descent: 
cu l tura l l y  competent 
therapists should make an 
effort to initiate racial and 
cultural topics, so that in 
the case that they are 
important to the clients 
and/or an underlying 
reason for seeking therapy, 
then the opportunity “for 

during psychotherapy, Dos 
Santos and Dallos (2012) 
examined three counsellor-
client relationships. All 
clients were of African-
Caribbean descent, seeking 
therapy  fo r  severe 
depression. All therapists 
were white British. Semi-
structured interviews were 
used  and  “ cove red 
participants’ understanding 
of their cultural heritage, 
their experiences of 
engaging in therapy with 
someone from a different 
culture to their own, and 
whether race or cultural 
issues were discussed in 
therapy” (Dos Santos & 
Dallos, 2012, p. 65). A 
number of insights were 
gathered from this study. 
Clients who participated in 
this study identified having 
a  cha l l eng i ng  t ime 
discussing their cultural 
processes with their 
therapists because of “the 
power relationships” (Dos 
Santos & Dallos, 2012, p. 
68), such as the counsellor 
being the “expert”, and 
preconceived notions that it 
was inappropriate for them 
to discuss racial and 
culturally-related issues, 
thereby rendering them 
unwilling to share their 
perspectives or narratives 

important conversations 
about race-related issues 
within the therapeutic 
encounter” is not missed (p. 
70). Moreover, this can be 
an opportunity to discuss 
with the client what his or 
her beliefs and expectations 
are about therapy, HIV care, 
and so forth. Conveying that 
one can be a “sounding 
board” for a client who has 
experienced multiple barriers 
due to race, culture, and a 
s t i g m a t i z i n g  m e d i c a l 
condition can often be the 
gateway to the client’s 
process of self-discovery and 
bringing out his or her 
“ un i que ,  i n t e r na l i z ed 
culture” (Sullivan & Cottone, 
2010, p. 356), which is 
ultimately the goal of 
engaging in psychotherapy. 
This piece is written for you, 
the client, and invites you to 
use your voice, especially if 
you feel you have not, and 
share with staff what parts of 
your identity are important 
to you. After all, we can all 
learn from each other in this 
mosaic that we call Canada.  

Masters Paper Excerpt 

By Linn Purves 

C a r e g i v e r  S u p p o r t 
Coord inato r/Communi ty 
Development & Education 
Coordinator 

Barriers to Counselling-Continued 
Education 
 

lpurves@positivelivingniagara.com 
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Community Development and Education Coordinator 
focanas@positivelivingniagara.com 

 

My first impression upon starting my new and exciting journey as 
Community Development and Education Coordinator was that I 
immediately realized the enormous honour and deep 
responsibilities that my role represents when working for the 
LGBTQ community. The agency staff welcomed me with great 
warmth and enthusiasm, some of whom I met while working as a 
past volunteer at Positive Living Niagara. I feel incredibly grateful 
to be working in such a caring, community-centered agency where 
all are working toward the same goals and purpose to improve the 
lives of the clients we serve.    

Fernando Ocanas 

Staff 

My first impressions……. 
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Changes to serve our clients better! 

Positive Living Niagara Upgrades 

Welcome to StreetWorks  

Welcome to Positive Living 



Caption describing picture or 
graphic. 
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The third annual Niagara Women and Youth Gathering took place Saturday 
March 5th. The theme this year was honouring different expressions of womanhood. To kick off the event, four women shared parts of their lives during a 

panel discussion examining the complexities of what it means to be a woman. Pictured are three of the panellists: Patricia Robles, Josephine Lavalley and 
Colleen McTigue. (Cheryl Clock/St. Catharines Standard/Postmedia Network) 
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Education 

Woman and Youth Event 

The theme of this year's gathering is honouring the different expressions of womanhood. 
And the four women panellists who will launch the conference are true to the vision of diversity. There's a transgender 
woman, and a woman who immigrated to Canada from Mexico a decade ago, a teen who had raised hundreds of dollars 
for the needy, and Lavalley. 
And they will all be opening up their lives for discussion. Listen to some of their thoughts by clicking on the red dots in 
the photo below. 
"I kept my story quiet because I was embarrassed and ashamed," says Lavalley, 44. "But now, the more people I talk to, 
the more I can help others rise above." 
Patricia Robles, 54, grew up in Mexico with five brothers and a sister. It was the girls' responsibility to take care of sib-
lings, and she resented that her brothers had more freedom. 
"There was a point when I hated to be a woman," she says. "I saw my brothers and males having more privileges than 
me." 
But then she matured, and had two boys of her own. 
"To bring a human being into this world, to have the baby growing in you, this is such a great experience," she says. 
"It's something that I won't change. I won't trade it for anything else. And I love that part." 
Colleen McTigue is a 59-year-old transgender woman who spent most of her life presenting as male. She transitioned to 
female in 2011. 
"I have the experience of asserting my femininity at mid-life, when everyone around me viewed me as male," she says. 
"I've had to fight for my right to have people view me as a woman, and to have everyone around me agree that I am a 
woman. 
"My womanhood is very precious to me for that reason." 
Her transition was both empowering and terrifying. Everyone saw her as a "man's man," a middle-aged family guy and 
father of three. 
She'd look in the mirror and wonder: "How would I be in the world as a woman, when I was for all intents and purposes, 
seen as such a masculine person." 
In the years since her transition, she has contemplated the very question she will discuss with other panellists on Satur-
day: what does it mean to be a woman? 
"I've had to remind myself that women, after all, are a very diverse group of people," she says. 
"There isn't just one type of woman. 
"Even if I'm perceived as somewhat mannish as a woman, there are lots of women who already fit that description and 
they do just fine. 
"So, I figured I would do just fine." 
Cclock@postmedia.com Exert from  Cheryl Clock’s article “Women 

explore the diversity of being women” 
The Standard, Wednesday, March 2, 2016 
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The Last Word……. 

Never cut a tree down in the wintertime. 
Never make a negative decision in the low 

time. Never make your most important 
decisions when you are in your worst 

moods. Wait. Be patient. The storm will 
pass. The spring will come. 

Robert H. Schuller 


